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4K is steadily becoming the new decision norm in the entrainment world, and to ensure that it stays on top of things, Google is now upgrading all of its users' SD and HD titles to 4K at no extra cost. According to Google, when 4K titles are available from participating Hollywood studios, we will upgrade your
previous movie purchases so you can stream in 4K. All this happens for 100% free, and when a movie of yours doesn't receive 4K processing, you'll see it added to a new Upgraded to 4K filter in the Play Film &amp; TV app. Along with this, Google also says that all 4K movies going forward will cost less.
Last but not least, Google Play Film &amp; TV gets some hard-to-accuse upgrades to smart TVs. You can now watch titles in 4K via the Film &amp; TV app on most 4K Samsung Smart TVs. Google notes that it is working with LG to support its TVs as well. Similar app for Samsung, LG, and Vizio
televisions now have a cleaner and more streamlined UI. Download: Google Play Film &amp; TV (free) Our platform provides core services including: Secure accounts Robust analytics assets UX Pattern System These applications (apps) are well covered and grouped by category. Using hiring as an
example, you'll find job search apps, posting a profile, and translating military service into civilian skills. Apps are created by internal teams, vendors, or others, such as microsoft.com. Everyone will benefit from our platform's infrastructure in delivering improved functionality to customers faster. They will
be able to do so without sacrificing quality, security or privacy. New apps can be designed and sponsored by a business office, a VA administration, or in some cases by the VE and/or DSE team. Our platform was built and maintained internally within the VA. It is operated by VA Digital Service. Standards
To be included in our platform, apps must meet strict standards. They must be 508 compliant and comply with automated testing and code review standards. In some cases, an older system simply won't make the cut. The Unified Branding Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) announced in January 2015
that the VA would switch its many websites to a single site - vets.gov - with the goal of creating a unified web experience for veterans and their families. The vets.gov branding model will replace previously existing branding of VA web content and applications when they become part of vets.gov. Levels of
complexity The vets.gov platform will include features ranging from basic instructional content to personal applications. More to come very soon! (Pocket-lint) - Sky has continued its commitment to upgrading its software and EPG every three months with new features designed to make navigation faster
and simpler. The latest update, rolled out from today, focuses on Sky Movies with a number of important additions and changes to help viewers adapt their movie viewing habits Before. More like this is a suggestion service that offers recommendations of movies to watch next based on the chosen title.
Press the yellow button and you'll get a list of movies that match the current movie, such as a movie movie. You can now create a personalized playlist of movies you want to watch later through the watch list. Simply press the green button when browsing movies, will add the selected titles to the list. SkyIf
you've missed the start of a movie that's shown live on one of the Sky Movies channels, you can use the new Watch from Start feature. If you press the green button when the movie is on, it will download the movie so you can watch from the beginning. And finally, Sky will introduce audience review
scores from Rotten Tomatoes later this year. They will appear as star ratings alongside movies to give you an idea of what your peers think of them. Written by Rik Henderson. (Pocket-fluff) - Whether you're the kind of person who sees some feature-length every night, or you just want a setup in your
home that means that the occasional movie night is a little more involved than just using a TV would be, home projectors are a great option. Best 4K TVs: Premium Ultra HD TVs to buy today They're a great way to get a real big-screen experience without having to leave your home, and dim the lights to
project a movie or TV show still have a sense of occasion that's nice and fun. There are countless projectors out there to choose from, though, including a wide range of much more expensive 4K projectors, but for this list, we'll concentrate on full HD projectors. We have compiled some of the very best in
the market for your browsing pleasure. Amazonsquirrel_widget_231769Epson have nailed two of the most important factors when it comes to a large projector - price and image quality. It's pretty hard, and very risky, to look for something much cheaper than this device and still get a decent product, but
that doesn't mean it's a bargain-bin projector. It has an excellent display with impressive brightness and great contrast, and you can set the image to be between 30 and 300 inches, making it great, although the size you want to project it on may be subject to change. If you're looking for a full HD
projector, this is the obvious choice for our money. Amazonsquirrel_widget_233094It's a good chunk more expensive, but LG's projector compensates for this price increase with some great quality of life features. It's an ultra-short-throw projector, which means it goes straight up against the wall you'll see
it on, and it makes it great if you don't want to bolt anything to your ceiling or pull a large device when you need it. In fact, it's borderline portable. The image, meanwhile, is really solid, too, although it can't compete with a larger projector when it comes to brightness, so you'll need a dimmed room. The
reality is that this is a to pick up if you know you won't use it it but want flexibility as part of the package. Amazonsquirrel_widget_233107With really impressive brightness for the price, ViewSonic's projector is a great alternative to the Epson we've put in our top spot, although it will cost you a little more. It
also controls a great depth of color and actual black. It's not much of a looker, but it's not the biggest concern when it comes to a projector, so if it's got a slightly utilitarian style to it, you can probably forgive it. The fan can also be a little high in operation, but the reality is that the image quality easily
compensates for small drawbacks. Pocket-lintsquirrel_widget_233108You can download a standard W2000 if you want to save a little money and still get a great experience, but we like the extra brightness that the Plus model brings to the table, which is so key to enjoying your projection experience. This
is a super projector, even managing to pack capable speakers into a great all-round package. It's also easy to set up and works fine if you plan to play as well – a smoothing mode works fine for any Call of Duty: Warzone sessions you might like to create. Amazonsquirrel_widget_233133That said, we've
focused more on the gaming side of things for our last pick – after all, for a large number of people image quality is most important when they are gaming, although not many projectors aim squarely in this market. This model from Optoma does just that, with impressive results. The key here is the lack of
input delay, which is hugely short for a projector at this price-point, and means you can play with total responsiveness, which other competitors will noticeably miss. It's a perfect package if you want to blast enemies on a blown-up screen. Written by Max Freeman-Mills. See more How Vimeo is Nurturing
the Next Generation of Videomakers Read More With Hollywood Prepping Big-Budget Versions of Monopoly, Bazooka Joe, and Stretch Armstrong, What's Next? Here's another blockbuster that Rooftop Comedy came up with. In a 2010 study, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) found that
80 percent of people with broadband Internet in the United States did not know the speed of that broadband connection [source: Gurin]. In addition, some may be surprised to learn that they only get a fraction of their service's advertised maximum speeds. For example, your ISP may have you on a plan
that says up to 30 Mbps down while you really only get download speeds of about 19 Mbps. Sites like speedtest.net offer free testing for both upload and download speeds on your internet connection, but be careful of some of the tempting start buttons in ads on the sites – many are actually well designed
ads that look like they are part of the site's testing mechanisms. Before you call the provider about inconsistencies, keep in mind that the plan you're on is based on a maximum value. Your actual results are affected factors such as 06. 06. the number of people sharing your line, and your distance from the
compliance provider's fibre pipeline. When it comes to streaming HD video, you need a broadband speed, or bitrate, that is capable of handling a progressive scan of 720p. Because your HD-compatible display updates the display 60 times per second, it means making sure that all of these video images
are received and ready to play before they're needed. Your computer or other device caches all incoming data and queues the video frames so that it's ready for smooth playback. From there, determining the speed you need to use seems to be a matter of math. That math, though, requires an idea of the
size of the video file. This depends on how the file is encoded, more commonly referred to as the file type. A one-time 720p video in the MPEG-2 standard can be 2.7GB, while the same video in one of the latest video standards, H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC), could be almost 13GB [source: Digital
Rebellion]. Thus, file size differences may explain why different websites have different speed ings for streaming their HD content. Suppose the video you're streaming is an hour long, and the file size for that video is 6 GB. While a broadband connection of up to 10 Mbps allows you to easily stream a lot
of video content online, you'll need 15 Mbps or more for this six-gigabyte HD video. Here's a quick look at math: Approximate megabytes: 6 GB = 6,144 MB (1 GB = 1024 MB)Approximate megabits: 6,144 MB = 49,152 Mb (1 byte = 8 bit)Number of seconds per hour calculation: 60 x 60 = 3,600Megabits
per hour calculation: 49,152 / 3,600 = 13.65 Mbps When streaming HD content, also consider, whether the connection jumps over a wireless router. If so, be aware that the connection speed may exceed the connection if the WiFi standard is not fast enough. You want to avoid slowing down 802.11b
connections, and the latest 802.11n is the ideal choice to keep up with faster broadband services. As with everything you do over your broadband connection, be sure to note whether your ISP will slow down or stop your service after reaching a certain bandwidth threshold. Some websites, such as Netflix,
allow you to choose a lower playback quality to help you stay within those thresholds, even if it means giving up the higher definition. Also, make sure that the hardware you're using isn't just HD compatible, but has the processing power to cache and play video files in HD. For much more information
about your internet connection and streaming HD video, head on over to the next page. Page.
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